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The assumption that species are most abundant in the
center of their range and decline in abundance toward
the range edges has a long history in the ecological
literature. This assumption has driven basic and applied
ecological and evolutionary hypotheses about the
causes of species range limits and their responses to
climate change. Here, we review recent studies that are
taking biogeographical ecology beyond previously held
assumptions by observing populations in the field
across large parts of the species range. When these
studies combine data on abundance, demographics,
organismal physiology, genetics and physical factors,
they provide a promising approach for teasing out eco-
logical and evolutionary mechanisms of the patterns and
processes underlying species ranges.

The importance of abundance
Geographical patterns of the abundance of species underlie
some of the most fundamental issues in ecology, including
the causes of species range limits, gene flow within popula-
tions, population dynamics and explanations for macroe-
cological patterns such as the species-area relationship.
Patterns of species abundance have also been used to
develop hypotheses about applied issues such as how
species will respond to climate change, how to identify
probable locations of pest outbreaks and where to situate
natural reserves. Given the importance of abundance
distributions to ecological theory and applications, it
is surprising to find that much of the work on these
topics presumes a particular geographical distribution of
abundance and makes assumptions about the mechanisms
that underlie it.

Here, we discuss how past reliance on simplifying
assumptions about range-wide distributions of abundance
has hampered pattern recognition in studies of species-
abundance distributions and our ability to move beyond
simple pattern recognition to mechanistic studies in
macroecology. We argue that the emerging picture of geo-
graphical complexity in abundance distributions can be
seen as an opportunity to reexamine ecological and
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evolutionary hypotheses drawn originally on simplistic
assumptions about species distributions. In this regard,
the breakdown of one generality creates a new window for
theory and applied research based on the interaction of
biological, ecological, evolutionary and physical factors
across entire ranges of species. Recent work reviewed here
has capitalized on this opportunity using a range of study
systems and emerging techniques.

Assumptions about abundance
A widespread biogeographical assumption is that species
are most abundant in the center of their range and decline
in abundance toward the range edges. This assumption,
which we call the ‘abundant-center hypothesis’, has a long
history in theoretical and applied ecology. It has even been
called a ‘general rule’ of biogeography [1] and ‘a common
feature shared by all species’ [2].

The abundant-center assumption is more than an obser-
vational curiosity, because it has also been used extensively
in developing ecological and evolutionary hypotheses (Box
1). However, assumptions about species-abundance distri-
butions have rarely been tested empirically, and those tests
that have been performed have revealed important limita-
tions. Sagarin and Gaines [3] showed that only 39% of the
145 independent datasets that could be used to test the
abundant-center hypothesis could be said to approximate
the pattern using even the most lenient criteria possible.
These findings are echoed in a simultaneous and indepen-
dent review by Gaston [4]. Several studies across a range of
taxa and locations published since these two studies fail to
find general evidence for abundant-center patterns (e.g.
SouthAmerica, bats [5]; Europe, holly leaf-miner [6]; South-
west U.S., sawflies [7]; North America, perennial plant [8];
Europe, annual plant [9]; South America, estuarine crab
[10]; South America, mole crab [11]; Pacific coast U.S.,
limpet [12]; North America, trees [13]), or find limited
evidence from a subset of the analyzed species [14] or few
sites in the range [15,16]. Even in simplified systems, where
entire species ranges can be studied, distributions of abun-
dance appear much more complicated and interesting than
was assumed previously (Boxes 2 and 3).
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Box 1. Hypotheses drawn from the abundant-center assumption

In reviewing primary literature and textbooks, Sagarin and Gaines [3] found that many ecological and evolutionary hypotheses were developed

based on the abundant-center assumption. In some cases, different authors drew contradictory hypotheses based on the same abundant-center

assumption. The validity of these hypotheses (listed below and adapted from [3]) needs to be re-examined based on the more complex

geographic distributions of abundance and other life-history factors that are being revealed in the empirical studies that we review in this paper.

� Speciation is likely to occur at the edges.

� Vicariant events at the edges will have a greater impact than at the

center.

� Central populations are more crucial to protect and monitor.

� Edge populations are more crucial to protect and monitor.

� Pest outbreaks are more probable from central populations.

� Reintroduced species will do better in the historical range center.

� Sites near range edges will see gradual population changes as

climate change shifts the ranges of species.

� Edge populations are more resistant to climate change.

� The abundant-center pattern leads to the observation of a bimodal

distribution of site occupancy and abundance.

� The abundant-center pattern mediates species dynamics within the

range.

� The central part of the range is the center of origin.

� Edge population dynamics are more variable.

� Central populations are sources, edge populations are sinks.

� Extinction is more probable at the edges.

� Central populations inhabit a greater variety of habitats.

� Competition is less important at range edges.

� Competition is more important at range edges.

� Competitors and/or parasites might limit species near edges.

� Gene flow from the center will swamp the edges.

� Edge populations are less likely to be swamped by central

populations.

� Edge populations are less genetically variable.

� Edge populations are genetically distinct.
Recent studies have acknowledged that this complexity
can strongly influence predictions about population varia-
bility [16], genetic population structure [17], habitat con-
servation [18] and species responses to climate change
across ranges of species [19] that were based previously
on a priori assumptions about distributions of individuals.
In some cases, acquiring data on the actual distribution of
species abundance will go a long way toward testing more
appropriate hypotheses or making more accurate
Box 2. The complex geometry of ranges

The ubiquity of assumptions about geographical patterns of abun-

dance, despite the lack of convincing support for them, belies several

under appreciated difficulties of interpreting and utilizing data

gathered at the scale of species ranges.

Even determining the range center can be a challenge that has been

left largely to qualitative visual techniques. Without a quantitative

determination of the center of a range, there is the danger of self-

fulfilling prophecies (i.e. choosing a peak of abundance subjectively

somewhere in the interior of the distribution as the center of the

range). To obtain an objective, quantitative estimate of the range

center, we turn to geometry.

Brown [59] calculated the range center as the intersection of two

perpendicular transects that run through the widest points in the

range. If ranges were oval in shape, this approach would identify the

range center. With more irregularly shaped ranges, however, this

method can be skewed easily toward the edge of the range.

A more general solution that does not assume simple range

geometries comes from viewing the range center as the ‘balance

point’ of the range. That is, if the shape of the range were cut out of

cardboard, the center of the range would be the point where one

could balance the cardboard range on a pin (i.e. its centroid). The

balance point is readily found analytically. If the range is plotted on a

coordinate graph, the range center, (x̂, ŷ ), is found using Equation I:

x̂ ¼
Ð
xdA
Ð
dA

; ŷ ¼
Ð
ydA
Ð
dA

; [Eqn I]

where the integral of dA is the total area. In practice, this exact solution

is typically replaced by a discrete approximation that can be estimated

from a range map (Equation II):

x̂ �
P

xDA
P

DA
; ŷ �

P
yDA

P
DA

; [Eqn II]

where
P

DA approximates the total area.

The range center estimated using this geometrical approach can be

different from the center point estimated by the simple intersection of

two transects. This, in turn, can lead to different interpretations of the
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predictions, although abundance distributions alone typi-
cally offer only a limited perspective (Box 4).

Moving beyond assumptions
Recognizing both that species distributions do not always
exhibit an assumeddistribution, and that actual abundance
distributions provide limited opportunities for inference,
suggests that adding additional layers of data on a geogra-
phical scale (including basic population demographics,
distribution of species abundance relative to the range center. In the

hypothetical species range shown in Figure I, the center point of the

range determined using Brown’s method (indicated by the circle)

happens to fall in an area of high population density (warmest

shading), whereas the center point determined using the method

discussed here (indicated by the diamond) falls in an area of relatively

lower density.

In cases of discontinuous ranges and ranges with highly irregular

shapes, the method that we propose here can place the range center

near the range edge or even outside the range entirely. The absurdity

of such a situation forces us to look beyond simple pattern analysis

and towards a focus on the ecological and evolutionary questions that

we seek to address with geographically scaled data.

Figure I. Hypothetical species range where population density is greatest in red

and lowest in yellow areas. Determining the range center using the intersection of

the longest axes (circle) yields a different location (indicated by numbers on the

axes) than determining the range using quantitative analysis (diamond). This

leads to different interpretations of where population density is concentrated in

the range.
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Box 3. Coastal species as an ideal system

Coastal species can be ideal systems to test range-wide hypotheses

owing to the unique geometry of their geographical ranges, their

physical environment and the distribution of their ranges. These

species have ranges that can be thousands of kilometers long, but

<0.1 km wide at all points. Defining the range edge and center is

relatively simple for these species because their range is essentially

one-dimensional. Only two points need to be determined for the

edges, and the center can be defined as the midpoint between the

edges. The distribution of abundance can be analyzed from

population surveys taken at multiple locations within the range.

Despite this apparent simplicity, large-scale empirical, synthetic and

theoretical studies of coastal systems along the Pacific coasts of

North and South America are still revealing the complexity of

studying species ranges.

As an example, studies of abundance distributions of 12 intertidal

invertebrate species across most or all of their Pacific coast ranges

revealed a variety of abundance distributions, including those with

highest values at the range edges (Figure I) [60]. If species

conformed generally to abundant-center expectations, the most

abundant sites for these species would be clustered toward the

center of the range-position axis. In fact, the highest relative

abundances (relative abundance = 1) were spread evenly across

the axis and high values (i.e. relative abundance >0.75) were found

more commonly near the range edges than near the range center.

Additionally, the physical environment and physiological responses

of species along this gradient are non-linear and non-intuitive, with

peaks in heat stress and stress response in the northern part of the

gradient [26,28]. These findings contradict both the abundant-center

and the similar ‘peak and tail’ assumptions that have been used

previously to infer the processes underlying species distributions.

Figure I. Relative abundance (= site-specific abundance/maximum abundance

across the range for each species) across the range for 12 intertidal inverte-

brate species. The data indicate that abundant-center distributions are not

more common than other distributions, and that high relative abundances are

often found near the range edge. Based on data from [60].

Box 4. Using distributions of abundance to test hypotheses

Distributions of abundance are non-existent currently for most taxa,

yet they can provide crucial baseline data for monitoring popula-

tions and for testing hypotheses related to conservation biology and

species responses to climate change. Ceballos and Ehrlich [61]

emphasized that conservation efforts should focus on extinctions of

populations rather than of species, because the former is a prelude

to the latter. The authors used historical range maps to estimate

range loss, which they used as a proxy for population loss.

However, the authors’ attempts to connect patterns of range

contraction to human population density remain speculative given

that historical data on population sizes in relevant parts of the range

were lacking. Likewise, the lack of spatially explicit population data

limits the ability to interpret results from Channell and Lomolino’s

[62] test of the hypothesis that species ranges should collapse

toward the range centers. This hypothesis is based on the abundant-

center assumption, because it assumes that more-dense central

populations will be more resistant to extinction. In fact, the authors

found that ranges tended to collapse toward range edges, and

argued that the observed pattern points to human-related dis-

turbances that leave only the remote edges intact. The authors did

not consider that their study species reached their highest densities

originally at their range edges, making these populations more

resistant to extinction than the central populations.

Inadequate records of species abundance distributions also limit

our ability to determine causes of range shifts [53,63–65]. Sagarin

et al. [66] were limited in their ability to interpret significant changes

in intertidal invertebrate abundance at the Hopkins Marine Station

(HMS) in Monterey, CA between the 1930s and the warmer period of

the 1990s. They found that species with southern ranges (relative to

the HMS) generally increased in abundance and that northern species

generally decreased, a result consistent with a simple hypothesis of a

climate-related poleward shift in species distributions. Without

detailed geographical abundance data, the authors could not

make predictions about shifts in the abundance of wide-ranging

cosmopolitan species. However, if we assume that the actual

distributions of abundance observed in later biogeographical studies

of invertebrate abundance [60] had shifted northward past the HMS

owing to climate warming, the sign of abundance change for 11 of the

12 species (including five of six cosmopolitan species) would have

been predicted correctly.

Nonetheless, hypotheses based on abundance distributions alone

rarely provide satisfactory elucidation of underlying causes and can

confound multiple causal mechanisms [24]. At the very least, these

hypotheses assume that distributions of relative abundance stay

constant through time. Indeed, the widely cited ‘climate envelope’

hypothesis, which holds that species ranges will shift poleward with

climatic warming to stay within physiologically optimal conditions,

assumes that species are in equilibrium with their environment

[8,18]. Recent work suggests that species might be locally abundant

at some times but not others [67]. If distributions of species

abundance are variable temporally, it is unlikely that higher-order

processes such as gene flow between populations, responses of

ranges to climate change or source-sink dynamics can be predicted

or even approximated based on a single description of a distribution

of abundance.
biophysical variables and genetic population structure) will
be necessary to narrow the range of viable hypotheses to
explain range boundaries and population distributions.
Caughley et al. [20], for example, layered geographically
scaled observations on population density, ‘growth rates
and’ ‘well-being’ of individuals, orphysiological performance
to identify the causesof range limits in terrestrialmammals.
Their framework, which simplified clines in variables from
the range center to the edge as either ‘ramps’ or ‘steps’,
provided an important benchmark that is ripe for expansion
using more natural geographical patterns. For example,
further efforts can be devoted to understanding complex
www.sciencedirect.com
causal agents that can produce widely different abundance
patterns through a single mechanism, as was done by
Gaylord and Gaines [21] who showed through models that
multiple distributions of abundance could result solely from
changes in flow driving larval dispersal. Models [22] and
empirical data [23] have also shown that steep gradients
in abundance can arise from relatively small changes in
environmental conditions rather than abrupt changes as
was assumed in Caughley et al.’s model.

In the real world, ranges are determined by an
‘alignment of different contributory mechanisms’ [24], so
that range boundaries and population densities can be set
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by multiple factors that interact in complex ways across
ranges and through time. Garrido et al. [25] argue that
populations in a species range ‘underlie a template of
environmental conditions, which is singular at every site.’
This point suggests that assumptions about range-wide
dynamics made from observations at a few sites are likely
to be violated. Recent studies, however, have addressed
geographic variability head-on through empirical and
experimental analyses on a broad spatial scale. These
studies have highlighted the roles that heterogeneous
temperature, differential plasticity across the range,
population demographics, community interactions
(especially those affecting keystone species), biogeographic
differences at different range boundaries and variation
in the strength of anthropogenic effects play in driving
population distributions, range boundaries and species
responses to climate change.

Variation in environmental conditions

At the basis of a new view of species distributions is an
appreciation of the extreme environmental heterogeneity
and lack of spatial autocorrelation of environmental factors
that is found even across gradients assumed previously to
be relatively monotonic. Helmuth et al. [26] showed that
across a coastal transect where average water tempera-
tures are strongly negatively correlated with latitude, the
intertidal temperatures experienced by organisms are
remarkably variable, with some of the highest values being
in the northern part of the study range. Moreover, the
interaction of multiple physical factors (e.g. temperature,
tidal height and wave force for intertidal organisms) has
been shown to affect species differently across their ranges
[27]. The importance of local environmental heterogeneity
is seen clearly in cases where simplistic expectations about
species distributions are not met. For example, Sagarin
and Somero [28] found that levels of heat-shock proteins (a
measure of organismal stress) in an intertidal mussel and
snail showed no correlation with position in the species
range, but a strong positive correlation with local areas
expected to have long daytime exposure during the sum-
mer months.

Variable plastic responses

Recent studies give reason to believe that organisms will
adapt differently to heterogeneous conditions at different
parts of their range, which probably contributes to the
deviation of species distributions from the abundant-cen-
ter pattern. Santamaria et al. [29], for example, found high
overall performance of an aquatic plant in the center of its
European range, but compressed life cycles in the north
and perenniality in the south, indicating local adaptation.
Herlihy and Eckert [8] found no difference between central
and northern densities of columbine in North America, but
found that northern populations had fewer inflorescences
with higher seed density than central populations. Busch
[30] found that marginal populations of the flowering plant
Leavenworthia alabamica were self-compatible whereas
conspecifics from the center of the range were self-incom-
patible, a pattern that the author attributed to genetic
bottlenecks at the range edge. Helmuth et al. [19] argued
that the ‘safety factors’ attained by intertidal mussels
www.sciencedirect.com
through attachment strength will vary based on geographic
variation in storm patterns throughout the year.

Variation in population demographics

Basic population parameters including birth, death,
immigration and emigration rates are fundamental in
determining species abundance and distribution, but have
rarely been studied in the context of entire ranges [31].
Models have been developed recently to address the
relationship between population parameters and species
distributions [2,31], although some [2] are limited by
assumptions of an abundant-center distribution. Williams
et al. [16], through a study of three North American
mammal species, argue that there is no clear a priori
assumption possible for the relationship between popula-
tion dynamics and position in the range because of the
potentially conflicting roles played by habitat suitability,
environmental tolerance and density dependence across
the range of the species. This claim is supported by Defeo
and Cardoso’s [11] work on South American Atlantic mole
crabs, which showed marked variability in demographic
traits across latitude, including different latitudinal size
gradients between males and females, and non-linear
trends across latitude in the mortality of both sexes. Kluth
and Bruelheide [32] followed up earlier studies of a
European annual plant that showed a non-abundant-
center distribution of abundance [9] with demographic
studies showing weaker density dependence at the range
center relative to the range edge.

Variation in species interactions

At the community level, interspecific interactions can alter
predicted responses to climate change drastically [33] and
affect populations and demographics differentially across
the range [34]. Alternatively, community composition is
likely to be altered dramatically when a key element of the
community is affected by climate or other factors. Abun-
dances of spionid polychaetes in communities across awide
range in the Gulf of California appear to fluctuate with the
abundance of the dominant species, Paraprionospio pin-
nata, which itself fluctuates markedly with seasons and
sediment types [35]. On the Pacific coast of North America,
the keystone predator Pisaster ochraceus (the ochre star-
fish), shows depressed feeding rates under upwelling con-
ditions [36], which are heterogeneous across latitude.

Variation between range edges

In some cases, conditions at one range edge are signifi-
cantly different than another because of deep geologic
history or more recent ecological interactions. Such differ-
ences were suggested by the pattern analysis of range
boundaries in New World temperate mammals, which
showed that northern and southern boundaries were prob-
ably caused by abiotic versus biotic factors, respectively
[37]. In the field, Garner et al. [38] showed no relation
between genetic variability and proximity to the range
edge (as predicted by the abundant-center hypothesis;
see Box 1) across the entire range of Italian agile frogs,
but suggested that the observed asymmetric diversity
pattern arose from post-glacial range expansion on one
edge of the range. In a recent review, Hampe and Petit [18]
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cited examples of paleontological, phylogeographic and
ecological studies showing differences between high- and
low-latitude range limits. They noted, for example, that
fundamental differences between northern and southern
range boundaries could be at the root of empirical findings
that climate-related range shifts in European butterflies
andmoths weremore evident in northern than in southern
boundaries [39].

Variation in anthropogenic impacts

Finally, an important factor that is surprisingly neglected
in most theoretical treatments of species ranges is the
patchy distribution of strong anthropogenic effects on spe-
cies populations and demographics. Rodriguez and Delibes
[40], for example, found that non-natural lynx mortality
and associated population demographics were not corre-
lated with the overall distribution of species abundance,
but with regional heterogeneity in wildlife-management
regimes. Medail et al. [41] concluded that, despite physio-
logical and demographic differences between central and
northern range edge populations of the palmate wind-
flower Anemone palmate in Europe, the marginal popula-
tions are threatened primarily by anthropogenic habitat
degradation. Garrido et al. [25] attributed poor population
performance at the northern range edge of the threatened
insectivorous plant Drosophyllum lusitanicum in the Iber-
ian Peninsula to human land alteration, which occurred to
a greater extent in the northern part of the range than the
central or southern parts.

Using data to test hypotheses
The growing list of studies like those above provides exam-
ples of key factors to address when developing more rea-
listic hypotheses related to species distributions. The
multitude of factors points to the need to layer multiple
elements of range-scaled data sequentially in an ordered
progression to rule out large classes of mechanistic hypoth-
eses. These additional layers of data can be viewed as
filters through which a clearer signal can be delivered
from noisy abundance data. This new round of hypothesis
testing is increasingly possible given development of large-
scale ecological monitoring datasets and the emerging
strength of cross-disciplinary research, particularly that
combining physiology, genetics and ecology.

Some models for this approach have been published
recently. Ina series ofpapers outlining extensivegeographic
research on holly leaf-miners in Europe, Brewer and others
[6,42,43] compared population density, physiological
tolerancesandmortality ratesasa result ofdifferent sources
across the species range. Although several measures were
not well correlated with one another, the authors did find
strong patterns of spatial correlation within individual
factors, thereby providing opportunities for making
spatially explicit predictions about population dynamics.
Defeo and McLachlan [44] reviewed geographically
extensive work on sandy beach mole crab and isopod
population densities and demographics, and developed
predictive models for the drivers of population control at
a range of spatial scales.

Although the authors of these studies argued that their
systems are particularly amenable to geographical
www.sciencedirect.com
comparison (see also Box 3), the quest for an ideal study
system should not limit advances in biogeographical stu-
dies. Even simple demographic parameters such as popu-
lation size structure can be used to weigh alternative
hypotheses. For example, highly skewed or multi-modal
size structures at range edges relative to sites within the
range can indicate dispersal, rather than temperature-
mediated range boundaries. Zacherl et al. [45], for
instance, combined size-structure data, abundance data
and data on physical factors related to propagule transport
to separate the roles of larval transport from climate
warming in an analysis of the recent range expansion of
the marine snail Kelletia kelletii.

Physiological responses to climate are likely to be
important drivers of population-abundance patterns, yet
Clarke [46] argued that we still lack a clear model linking
physiology, climate andmacroecology. Empirically, studies
of population densities and physiological indicators
could be used to test the implicit assumption of the
‘climatic-envelope’ hypothesis (see Box 4) that populations
near the margins of the range will show both relatively low
abundance and relatively depressed organismal condition
as reflected in reproductive output, growth, stress or other
performance measures. Gilman [12], for example, found
both higher population densities and no indication of
reduced sizes at the northern range boundary of an
intertidal limpet relative to populations at the range
center, suggesting that neither habitat nor environmental
conditions were likely to be limiting the limpet’s northern
range boundary.

Unraveling the relationship between abundance and
genetic diversity will be crucial to understanding the
causes of species range limits. Population-genetics theory
predicts that range boundaries can be limited solely by
gene flow when local variation and adaptation to ‘marginal
conditions’ at the range edges is swamped by gene flow
from the abundant center, where populations experience
‘optimal conditions’ [47,48]. Given that increasing numbers
of studies show non-abundant center population patterns,
is it then possible that dense edge populations, or the
cumulative effects of multiple populations situated across
a large range edge, could swamp central populations
through gene flow from the range edge? Such questions
support the argument that there remains a substantial
chasm between theoretical predictions about genetic diver-
sity and data from the field [38,49]. In fact, recent empirical
work finds evidence for either higher genetic diversity at
the edges or higher diversity at range centers [16,18].
Vucetich and Waite [17] made some progress in determin-
ing the causes of this diversity with analyses suggesting
that variability in migration rates could explain different
patterns of relative diversity. Indeed, newer theoretical
work shows that variation in migration affects relative
fitness of marginal versus central populations strongly [50].

The need for more large-scale descriptive ecology
After decades of advances in experimental ecology,
observational approaches to hypothesis testing are not
at the forefront of the field and are often considered ‘less
rigorous’ than experimental approaches [51]. When
addressing larger-scale problems, however, we are still
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‘observation limited’. Moreover, as the studies of spatial
variability reviewed here suggest, findings from even the
most carefully controlled experiments conducted at a given
site with a species range might not be relevant to other
parts of the range. As concern about species responses to
climate warming increases and degradation of natural
populations becomes more widespread, interest in basic
monitoring of populations to establish baseline conditions
has increased [52,53]. Yet, little is known currently about
reproductive behaviors, microhabitat requirements, popu-
lation trajectories and a suite of other crucial ecological
characteristics across entire species ranges [37]. Fortu-
nately, advances in technology, including remote sensing
and biophysical monitoring [19], ecological physiology
[54,55], and molecular genetics [17,38] and genomics
[56], are rapidly enhancing our ability to assay population
and individual patterns across large spatial scales, rather
than continuing to rely on untested assumptions about
geographical patterns. Moving beyond assumptions cre-
ates an opportunity to bring new rigor to the emerging field
of macroecology, provides strong tests of potential ‘unifying
theories’ [57,58] in macroecology, and offers new insight
into fundamental ecological and evolutionary processes.
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